Session II: Review of ICP 2017 operational material for price surveys and national accounts activities

Government Compensation
Government Compensation

Survey Questionnaires:

- Data Collection Form (for remuneration)
- Questionnaire on Government Expenditures
- Pay & Employment Data Structure

Data are collected from official government pay scales on an annual basis.

Items for Global Linking:

- 4 occupations removed compared to 2011 list
- Occupation name for “Secretary” items were refined to avoid confusion:
  - Office administrative assistant (not medical)
  - Medical office administrative assistant
- No level of experience required for global linking - average remunerations is the requirement
- Regions/Countries may wish/need to collect information level by level to obtain more accurate average remunerations
Government: Discussion points

Regional plan for future data collection (annual?)

Suggestions received from regions:

- Parameter “Employer” needed or should be taken out?
- Addition of a new parameter called “Government unit” useful? (to help identify the relevant units of government services)

Any other points: